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Abstract—Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming systems, in which in-
dividual nodes or peers operated by ordinary Internet users
collaborate to serve video streams, have recently aroused con-
siderable interest in both academia and industry. An important
problem in P2P streaming systems is how to reduce their
consumed bandwidth, which is a major concern of Internet
service providers. Our work is motivated by the fact that a
user may dynamically change the size of a window displaying
a video stream according to his/her personal choice, a scenario
we refer to as dynamic window resizing. In this paper, we
propose a scheme called the Partial Forwarding Scheme (PFS)
based on layered coding, in which users with small windows help
in forwarding a part of the enhancement layer. PFS significantly
reduces the total consumed bandwidth while still maintaining the
desired streaming quality. Our extensive simulation results show
that PFS can reduce the total consumed bandwidth by up to
40% while still maintaining satisfactory streaming quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming systems, in which individual
nodes or peers operated by ordinary Internet users collaborate
to serve video streams, have recently aroused considerable
interest in both academia and industry [11] [9]. It has been
reported [15] [16] that current P2P streaming systems are able
to support more than 500,000 concurrent users watching a
live TV program with a relatively high streaming rate (above
300 Kbps). As P2P streaming systems have the potential to
make any TV channel globally available, it is expected that the
population of P2P streaming users will continue to increase.
For a user in a P2P streaming system, the size of a
window displaying a video stream on his/her screen can be
dynamically customized by the user, a scenario we refer
to as dynamic window resizing. For example, a user can
sometimes maximize the window size for a better view quality,
and sometimes reduce the window size so that he/she can
temporarily check other information such as real-time stock
charts on the other area of the screen. Furthermore, a user may
simultaneously watch multiple windows for multiple video
streams, and different windows may have different sizes and
different positions according to the user’s preferences. For
example, a user who has paid for the live broadcast of a
football game is able to not only customize his/her screen with
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multiple windows displaying different views of the game, but
also dynamically enlarge the window showing a specific view
that attracts him/her the most at that moment.
Motivated by issue of dynamic window resizing in a P2P
streaming system, in this paper, we propose a scheme, called
the Partial Forwarding Scheme (PFS), to provide a user with
satisfactory streaming quality in case of dynamic window
resizing, while at the same time significantly reducing the total
consumed bandwidth, which is a major concern of Internet
service providers. In most (if not all) of the current P2P
streaming systems [15] [16], different users request the same
video stream and display it in their windows, even though
they may have different window sizes. In order to reduce
the consumed bandwidth, our proposed PFS is based on
layered coding [3] where a stream consists of a base layer
and one or multiple enhancement layers. The idea of applying
layered coding techniques in P2P streaming systems is not
new [10] [2] [1]. The unique feature of PFS is that with PFS
a user with a small window size participates in the packet
forwarding of not only the base layer, but also part (1/X
portion) of the enhancement layer. To study the performance
of PFS, we also consider two special cases of PFS as the
reference protocols: the Bandwidth-First Scheme (BFS) where
a user with a small window size does not forward any part
of the enhancement layer (i.e. 1/X ≈ 0), and the Quality-
First Scheme (QFS) where a small window forwards all of the
enhancement layer (i.e. 1/X = 1). BFS requires the minimum
amount of bandwidth, whereas QFS can achieve the best
streaming quality in case of dynamic window resizing. Our
extensive simulation results show that PFS with a small value
of 1/X can provide satisfactory streaming quality comparable
to that provided by QFS, while at the same time requiring
significantly reduced bandwidth comparable to that required
by BFS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 summarizes the related work, Section 3 describes P2P
streaming systems and the dynamic window resizing problem.
Section 4 describes our proposed PFS scheme to support
dynamic window resizing. Section 5 presents our simulation
results, and finally conclusions and future work are provided
in Section 6.
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II. RELATED WORK
P2P streaming has been extensively studied recently, but
to the best of our knowledge, the topic of dynamic window
resizing has not been addressed. The most related work is P2P
streaming with adaptive streaming, which is proposed to deal
with heterogeneity and dynamics of P2P multimedia systems.
Liu et al. [10] described a distributed incentive mechanism
for mesh-pull P2P streaming networks with layered coding.
Padmanabhan et al. [13] proposed an approach to distribute
live streaming multimedia content to a potentially large and
highly dynamic population of hosts. This is used to alleviate a
flash crowd at a live streaming server. In this paper we study
how to alleviate the impact of dynamic window resizing on
the peers and their neighbors. Padmanabhan et al. [13] used
a centralized tree management protocol and feedback mecha-
nism; in contrast our study focuses on end users. Chakareski
et al. [1] studied the performance of layered coding with
and without path diversity, and concluded that layered coding
provides good performance when transmission schedules could
be optimized in a rate-distortion sense.
To improve the throughput of P2P streaming systems,
several scheduling methods have been proposed, such as a
stream-level method [2] and a block level method [17]. The
former uses layered coding and determines routes for streams
of different layers, while the latter is more fine-grained because
it describes how a node fetches a particular block from a
particular neighboring node.
III. DYNAMIC WINDOW RESIZING
Since the screen size at a user’s computer monitor/display
is limited, the window size used to show the streaming
content and the layout of all windows must be selected to
accommodate the user’s preference and to maximize the screen
utilization.
Figure 1 shows a simple example of a P2P streaming sys-
tem, where a channel may be viewed using different window
sizes. Each rectangle represents a peer, and the number on
the top-left corner indicates the peer’s ID, an uppercase letter
in the center represents a channel being viewed in a large
window, and a lowercase letter in the center represents a
channel being viewed in a small window. For example, peer
1 is watching channel A in a large window (denoted by A in
the figure) and at the same time peer 3 is watching channel A
in a small window (denoted by a).
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Fig. 1. Snapshot of the window sizes in a P2P streaming system, where a
user can watch a channel with different window sizes.
As aforementioned, a user in a P2P streaming system can
watch a channel in a large window, and then later change the
window size from large to small, or vice versa. Please note
that we use the term peers to refer to both nodes and users at
these nodes throughout the paper.
We call these instances Dynamic Window Resizing, since
the peer is still watching the same channel but with different
window sizes, and it can dynamically change the window size
of a channel at any time. Dynamic window resizing has more
stringent requirements for the resizing delay, since the peer
is already watching the channel, and thus expects very little
or no delay when switching between different window sizes
of the channel. In contrast, when a peer switches to a new
channel, it is usually acceptable for him/her to wait for some
reasonable amount of time before the channel starts playback
on the screen.
IV. SCHEMES FOR DYNAMIC WINDOW RESIZING
In this section, we propose a scheme, called Partial Forward-
ing Scheme (PFS), to significantly reduce the total consumed
bandwidth while at the same time maintaining the desired
streaming quality. We compare the performance of PFS with
two other straightforward schemes: Bandwidth-First Scheme
(BFS) and Quality-First Scheme (QFS). All three schemes are
studied and evaluated according to the following three design
goals: 1) The resizing delay of a peer changing its window size
from small to large should be very short. 2) A peer changing
its window size from large to small should have little impact
on its neighbor peers. 3) The total consumed bandwidth should
not be very high.
A. Framework for Solving the Dynamic Resizing Problem
Our proposed PFS scheme is based on video coding tech-
niques. There are two general coding techniques [7]: layered
coding and multiple description coding (MDC). MDC sacri-
fices some compression efficiency to gain robustness to the
loss of descriptions [4]. Since we want to design a scheme
with less bandwidth requirement and MDC has too much
redundancy, we choose to use layered coding. To simplify
the explanation, we consider only a layered coding technique
with a base layer and an enhancement layer. But our proposed
PFS scheme can be easily extended to the cases with multiple
enhancement layers. The base layer alone corresponds to a low
resolution stream, and both the base layer and the enhancement
layer together correspond to a high resolution stream. Different
window sizes have different widths and/or lengths (in terms
of pixels). When the window size of a user is small enough,
the base layer alone can provide the user with satisfactory
streaming quality; otherwise if the window size of a user
is large, both the base layer and the enhancement layer are
required to provide satisfactory streaming quality.
Our proposed PFS scheme does not require any specific
P2P overlay architectures or packet scheduling algorithms.
To simplify the description, below we consider a mesh-based
P2P overlay topology [12] and the random packet scheduling
algorithm [14] for live streaming, since both have been widely
used in P2P live streaming systems.
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There are some solutions for shortening delays and/or
saving bandwidth in P2P streaming systems, such as speeding
up the content search in P2P systems [5] and quality adaptive
method [6], but these solutions are not very effective here.
First, every peer in this problem can arbitrarily choose its
window size, so it is hard to maintain simple yet dynamic data
structures for high speed searching. Second, quality adaptive
method is proposed to deal with the dynamic behavior of the
Internet’s transmission resources, but what we consider here
is about the end user’s behavior.
B. Bandwidth-First Scheme (BFS)
In BFS, each peer only requests the necessary layers. A peer
watching a channel receives either the base layer or both layers
depending on its window size or resolution. For example, in
Figure 1, peers 1, 2, and 4 all watch channel A at a high
resolution in a large window (we refer to these peers as large-
window peers), and thus they all receive both the base layer
and the enhancement layer, while peers 3 and 5 watch channel
A at a low resolution in a small window, and thus they receive
only the base layer (we refer to these peers as small-window
peers).
Now let us consider the three design goals in the following
two possible window resizing cases.
First, peer 1 changes channel A from a large window to
a small window. In this case, peer 1 just stops requesting
the enhancement layer from its neighbors, but it still requests
the base layer from them. Therefore, peer 1 can resize to a
small window smoothly. However, since peer 1 does not have
the enhancement layer any more, if any of its neighbors is
watching channel A in a large window and is requesting the
enhancement layer from peer 1, then a glitch may occur, as
it takes some time for these neighbors to find a substitute for
peer 1.
Second, peer 3 changes channel A from a small window
to a large window. In this case, peer 3 must request the
enhancement layer from its neighbors. If its neighbors do not
have the enhancement layer or they do not have enough upload
capacity for forwarding, peer 3 has to find new neighbors
with the enhancement layer and that may take a long time.
Therefore, peer 3 may experience a long delay. Since peer 3
still has the base layer, its resolution switching does not have
any impact on its neighboring peers.
In both cases, since a peer only requests the necessary layers
according to its window size, no bandwidth is wasted.
C. Quality-First Scheme (QFS)
In the QFS, each peer requests both the base layer and
the enhancement layer independent of its window size or
resolution. For example, in Figure 1, all peers receive both
the base layer and the enhancement layer.
Now let us consider the three design goals in the two
window resizing cases. In both cases, data forwarding is not
affected by resizing, so no resizing delay and minimum impact
on neighbors are caused. Since a peer requests both layers
without considering the window size, the bandwidth of small-
window peers used for the enhancement layer is wasted.
D. Partial Forwarding Scheme (PFS)
In PFS, we make small-window peers forward different
enhancement layer portions as allowed by their upload band-
widths. The enhancement layer is divided into several portions,
and each small-window peer forwards one of them. As shown
in Figure 3, peers with large windows act the same as in BFS
and in QFS. All small-window peers are divided into X groups
according to the random numbers between 1 and X generated
by the peers themselves when they join the system. Every peer
in each group forwards 1/X portion of enhancement layer as
shown in Figure 2, and X small-window peers from different
groups together can provide the whole enhancement layer.
Packets in the Enhancement Layer:
Group 1 1 ...
...2Group 2
Group X X ...
.
.
.
.
.
.
X+1 2X+1
2X+2X+2
X+X
...1 2 3 ... X X+1 X+X 2X+1 2X+2
Fig. 2. An example of enhancement layer decomposition.
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Fig. 3. PFS based on layered coding, where a small-window peer receives
the base layer and some portion of enhancement layer, and a large-window
peer receives both the base layer and enhancement layer.
Consider the design goals for the two cases that we dis-
cussed in Sections IV-B and IV-C. In case 1, peer 1 reduces
requests for the enhancement layer from 100% to 1/X , and
maintains the base layer stream. Resizing for peer 1 is smooth.
As peer 1 only has the base layer and 1/X portion of
enhancement layer, its large-window neighbors which request
the enhancement layer outside of this 1/X portion from peer
1 will experience an interruption. Compared with BFS, the
impact of resizing can be alleviated here due to two reasons:
first, the large-window neighbors requesting enhancement
layer within this 1/X portion will not be affected. Second,
in BFS, only large-window peers can help the affected peers
while in PFS, if upload bandwidths are enough, small-window
peers with different 1/X portions of the enhancement layer
can support the affected peers as well.
In the second case, peer 3’s resizing delay is shorter than
the delay in BFS for the following reasons: (a) peer 3 already
has 1/X enhancement layer and it needs to request the other
(1-1/X) enhancement layer; (b) similar to the affected peers in
case 1, both large-window neighbor peers and small-window
neighbor peers can support peer 3’s resizing. As peer 3
maintains the base layer stream, this switching has no impact
on its neighbor peers.
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For a large-window peer requesting both of the two layers,
there is no bandwidth wasted, while for a small-window
peer, it requests an extra portion (1/X) of the data in the
enhancement layer, which cannot benefit it. PFS wastes some
bandwidth to improve the performance, but the value of X
can be modified to account for the bandwidth limitation.
Obviously, BFS is a special case of PFS when 1/X ≈ 0,
similarly when 1/X equals 100%, PFS becomes QFS.
It is reasonable that we make the small-window peers
participate in the distribution of the enhancement layer. First,
we only require the small-window peers whose resources
are not exhausted to forward the extra data. Second, while
the small-window peers and large-window peers dynamically
transform to each other, forwarding the extra data has potential
benefits: (a) for the case of a large window being resized to
a small window, the peer still forwards some enhancement
data thus relieving the impact of the resizing on neighbors;
(b) for the case of a small window resizing to a large window,
the amount of newly requested data at the peers is reduced
from 100% to (1-1/X) compared with BFS, and thus the
resizing time can be reduced. Third, although smart overlay
construction algorithms can produce an organized overlay,
the two types of peers might occupy random positions in
the P2P system because of dynamic window resizing: for
example, large-window peers might be surrounded by small-
window peers in the topology, which causes content bottleneck
- they cannot obtain the media content from their neighbors
in spite of sufficient bandwidth between them. PFS eliminates
this problem as small-window peers also participate in the
enhancement layer distribution.
How much the extra enhancement layer data should be,
depends on many aspects: distribution of large/small window
peers, resizing frequency, peers’ bandwidths, number of neigh-
bors and so on. First, the more the large-window peers that
exist in the P2P streaming system, the higher the probability
for the existence of large-window neighbors of peers is. So the
impact of resizing on both the resizing peer and its neighbors is
relieved, and the small-window neighbors just need to forward
a small portion of the extra data. Otherwise we should increase
the value of 1/X . Second, if resizing is frequent, forwarding
additional enhancement layer data reduces the resizing time.
Third, the more neighbors a peer has, the less the burden for
each neighbor is, and thus the smaller the value of 1/X should
be. In real life, the bandwidths for end users vary from several
hundred Kbps to several Mbps, and in a P2P streaming system
most of the peers connect with dozens of neighbors. In our
simulations we set all these parameters close to the real-life
values.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Configuration and Metrics
To focus on the dynamic resizing problem in P2P multi-
media streaming, in our experiments, we simulate a single
channel running on a P2P system consisting of up to 1000
peers with bandwidth distribution as follows: 23% peers with
upload bandwidth 1 Mbps and download bandwidth 3 Mbps,
46% peers with 384 Kbps and 1.5 Mbps, and 31% peers with
128 Kbps and 768 Kbps. The average resizing interval is
500 seconds by default. We also run additional simulations
in which the bandwidths are more abundant (or more limited)
and uniformly distributed among peers. The results of those
simulations follow the same trend as presented here, except
that when bandwidth is not enough to support QFS, the
advantages of PFS are more obvious.
We use a random scheduling algorithm for peers requesting
packets; if we use some other algorithms, such as rarest-
first [8], the performance may vary, but the trend and relative
order among them are expected to be the same.
To simplify the description, below we consider the base
layer, and only one enhancement layer. The ratio of stream
rates between them is 1:2 (in simulations, they are 100 Kbps
and 200 Kbps correspondingly). This setting is similar to
MPEG-4 FGS structure [6].
We define the following evaluation metrics that we use in
the analysis:
• Average Playback Continuity: We periodically monitor
the quality by the average playback continuity [18] - the
average ratio of the number of packets received by a peer
over the number of packets that should be received, to
measure how much the P2P streaming system is affected
by resizing under different schemes correspondingly.
• Resizing Delay: We measure playback continuity for each
peer resizing from a small window to a large window to
see how long the resizing procedure will take to achieve
high playback continuity.
• Upload Bandwidth Requirement: We calculate the aver-
age required upload bandwidth for a peer in order to
measure the total bandwidth requirements for the entire
system.
B. Performance Evaluation
We would like to reiterate that BFS and QFS are two special
cases of PFS, and we would like to identify some criteria
for determining how much the extra enhancement layer data
should be in PFS for both high quality and low cost.
Figure 4 shows resizing delay with different values of 1/X .
We can see that as more extra data is forwarded by small-
window peers, a shorter delay can be obtained. If 1/X equals
to 1, resulting in QFS, the playback continuity is not affected
by resizing, and the delay is 0. BFS takes almost 5 seconds
to achieve high playback continuity (>95%), while even with
a small value of 1/X such as 1/16, the improvement is still
notable.
Figure 5 shows a measure of the average quality of the P2P
streaming system under the three schemes. QFS and the PFS
with different 1/X all have stable and high quality playback
continuity, while BFS’s performance fluctuates, and is always
poorer than the others. There are some sudden performance
drops, some more than 20%, in BFS, which lasts for tens of
seconds. The reason for this behavior is as follows. Although
the structure of the P2P streaming system overlay is mesh-
based, there exist some peers close to the source (called
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Fig. 4. When a user changes its window size from small to large, the larger
the 1/X , the shorter delay it takes for its playback continuity to reach a
desired value.
upstream peers), and peers far away from the source (called
downstream peers). In BFS, if upstream peers resize their
windows smaller, the downstream peers cannot receive any
enhancement layer packets. Those peers need to find new
upstream neighbors and the performance drops until the new
neighbors are found.
BFS’s poor performance is because of low utilization of
connections between peers with different window sizes. A
connection from a large window peer to a small-window
peer cannot contribute to enhancement layer distribution. The
effective connections for enhancement layer distribution is
much smaller than the total number of connections especially
when the average percentage of large peers is low.
Why not construct different overlays for different window
size peers or for different layers? First, as resizing is dynamic
and stochastic, a peer can randomly resize its window. If
it joins one overlay, it needs to find a new one and join
it when resizing happens, and this takes a relatively long
time and causes stalls. If the peer joins all overlays, it needs
to maintain lots of overlay information which increases the
system’s overhead. Second, there may exist a scenario as
follows: there are only a few peers watching a particular
channel with a specific window size, and there are not enough
peers to construct an efficient and robust overlay for this
specific window size.
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Fig. 5. Small-window peers forwarding 1/X of the enhancement layer makes
the system’s playback continuity high and stable, even with small 1/X values.
In Figure 6, we compare the bandwidth requirements of all
the schemes. BFS’s average upload bandwidth requirement is
about 190 Kbps including about 20 Kbps for control messages.
With an increase of 1/X , the bandwidth requirement also
increases. The average bandwidth required by QFS is about
325 Kbps. Although QFS outperforms the other two schemes,
its cost is the highest as well. Compared with QFS, average
bandwidth saved by PFS with different 1/X values varies from
120 Kbps (about 40% with 1/X=1/16) to 65 Kbps (about 20%
with /1/X=1/2). Combining Figures 4, 5 and 6, we conclude
that PFS with a reasonable value of 1/X can achieve a short
resizing delay, a stable and high overall performance and low
bandwidth requirements.
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Fig. 6. PFS with different 1/X values has different bandwidth requirements.
With 1/X=1/4 and 1/X=1/2 the resizing delay (for play-
back continuity >95%) is about 1 second, and the whole
network playback continuity is stable and high (>99%). We
adopt the values of 1/X of 1/4 and 1/2 to investigate the
impact of average window resizing interval and the number of
neighbors.
Figures 7 and 8 show that with various average window
resizing intervals, PFS can still achieve a short resizing delay
(about 1 second) and a high playback continuity (>98%). For
the whole network, the longer the average window resizing
interval is, the stabler the network is, and consequently the
higher the quality that can be achieved. A large value of 1/X
can relieve resizing impact and the effect is more obvious
when resizing activities are frequent. From Figure 7, we can
see that frequent resizings shorten the delay, which seems
to be counterintuitive. We believe this is because resizing
activities make the large window peers and small window
peers (with different 1/X enhancement layers) more evenly
balanced across the overlay, so those peers resizing to a large
window can easily collect all the enhancement layer directly
from their neighbors. Thus the whole network’s performance
is harmed by frequent resizings while the local performance
may benefit from them.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the performance is closely
affected by the number of neighbors. The more neighbors
a peer has, the higher its probability to collect all of the
enhancement layer from its neighbors when it resizes from a
small window to a large window. As the number of neighbors
for a peer increases, the probability for a peer to find other
peers to support it from its neighbors also increases when its
upstream peer resizes from a large window to a small window.
When the number of neighbors is already relatively large,
increasing the number of neighbors further does not improve
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the performance much. The figures also show that with less
neighbors, a larger value of 1/X is needed.
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Fig. 9. When a user changes its window size from small to large, the more
neighbors it has, the shorter delay it takes for its playback continuity to reach
a desired value.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigated how to achieve the desired
streaming quality in case of dynamic window resizing in
live P2P streaming systems with relatively low bandwidth
requirement, and proposed PFS based on layered coding.
Simulation results show a scheme PFS relieves the impact of
dynamic window resizing with low bandwidth requirement.
We proposed several guidelines to determine the value
of 1/X under various scenarios, but have not provided a
formula to calculate it. In future work we propose to conduct
a theoretical analysis, expand the scheme to several layers
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Fig. 10. The more neighbors a peer has, the higher average playback
continuity can be achieved.
for multi-channel applications and study an incentive-based
mechanism for determining the value of 1/X .
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